Mireth Technologys
NetShred X
We have featured other
excellent Mireth Technology software before in the
DoubleClick, most notably
Mireth Music Man for
Mac OS X and Mireth
ShredIt for Mac OS X.
Now well take a look at
Mireth NetShred X.
Mireth Tech is located in Vancouver, BC and
has been creating Mac utilities since 1991.
The Mireth Technology Corp. has released
version 4.2 of NetShred X, its easy to use
internet track eraser that erases internet
tracks, such as cache, history and email.
NetShred X runs on Mac OS X. Version 4.2
adds support for Firefox 3, Camino 1.6,
Omniweb 5.7, iCab 4.1, Opera 9.5,
SeaMonkey 1.0. NetShred X works with all
versions of Mac OS X, including Mac OS X.5
Leopard and is a Universal Binary that works
on Power PC and on Intel Macs.
When it comes to computers (and especially
when it comes to computers on the internet),
there is no privacy unless you consciously
create it. A lot of the wonderful software
programs we have looked at in our presentations at the MaUsE club meetings and written
about here in the MaUsE DoubleClick have
demonstrated just how easy it is for a determined snooper to rescue data or salvage files
from media which has been erased, reformated or accidentally damaged. Somewhere
on your computer your web browser cache
stores copies of your email messages and a
list of all the websites you visit when you use
the internet. With a little bit of knowledge and
effort, anyone with access to your computer
can see what information you have been
searching for and what pages you have been
accessing on the web. These internet tracks
not only potentially compromise your privacy,
they can also take up a lot of disk space.
These files are not removed from your hard
drive when you clear cache, delete these files
or throw them in the trash. To erase these
internet tracks, you need to use an internet

track eraser to erase them so
they cant be recovered.
Weve looked at file security
software before, programs like
SuperScrubber and Mireth
ShredIt X, designed to securely erase your sensitive
files either individually or in
batches, so you can make
sure that they will never be
recoverable. The problem with
most solutions, even the
important ones like security
and data backup programs,
is that unless they run automatically, in the background,
people simply do not consistently remember to use them.
You can protect your online privacy with
Mireth Technology NetShred X, the easy-touse internet track eraser for Mac OS X that
securely erases cached files your browser
and email programs leave behind. Within the
industry, this type of internet privacy software
has been called by many different names, but
they all basically do the same thing - erase
the work files you create when you use the
internet.
Once installed and configured, NetShred X
runs automatically. No privacy software is
going to work if you don't use it, so NetShred
X was designed to be easy to use. Just quit
from your browser or email program and
NetShred X will erase your internet tracks
automatically. NetShred is
the easiest way to erase
internet tracks and email
on your Mac.
NetShred X is fast because
you don't have to wait for it.
Just run NetShred and it
will erase your existing
cache. And unlike using
your browser to clear your
cache or history, you can
use the internet right away,
without having to wait for
NetShred to finish.

NetShred X is more effective than simply
clearing your cache because it will erase (not
just delete) browser cache, history, download
cache, QuickTime cache, favicons, email
cache, email, junk and spam so the data
can't be recovered.
NetShred X is available for immediate download, starting at $24.95 or on CD-ROM,
starting at $34.95. Registered users can take
advantage of this free update. Educational
pricing and volume discounts are available.
NetShred X runs on Mac OS X. For more
information about NetShred X, or to
download a free trial copy, visit
http://www.mireth.com/text/products.html

